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What is WOW?

WOW is a surprise of an elevated magnitude.

WOW can be positive. “WOW…that was amazing!” But,
WOW can also be negative. It could be, “WOW…that was
awful! I can’t believe how bad it was.”

When someone is WOWed, it’s a gut reaction. They’re not
thinking about it.

Even babies that don’t yet speak…say WOW!

While you CAN’T force WOW … you CAN engineer your
customer journey to result in a WOW reaction for your
customer.

It requires being very thoughtful of your customer and the
journey they are on with your business. You cannot
convince someone to be WOWed.

WOW comes from a genuine place inside of each of us.

I’m going to show you a few different ways that you can
actually hack your customer experience…and engineer
WOW into your customer journey.
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1. PLANNED SPONTANEITY™
The idea behind this concept is that it’s planned out in advance for you (there’s nothing spontaneous for you) and it’s an
unexpected surprise for the other person – your customer.

It’s very easy to do and the payoff is awesome!

1) identify your most valued relationships. They can be personal relationships or business relationships (customer,
employees, partners, vendors, etc.,) whichever relationships are important to you.

2) Pick what you can do for each that creates value. (Remember, they must perceive the value…it’s about them, not you!)

3) Schedule when and how your ideas will happen.

There’s one important rule: You have to avoid obvious and expected times to get
the impact. For example, birthdays, anniversaries, Valentine’s Day… there’s
already an expectation. That’s not necessarily a WOW moment. You have to find
moments that are NOT EXPECTED.

I started doing this about 20 years ago, first in personal relationships. On New
Year’s Day, I’d come up with 6 or 7 cool things that I’d do for my spouse … and I’d
schedule them all on that day, and set calendar reminders for me.

For example, I bought tickets to a Broadway show, booked reservations at a
restaurant, had flowers set up to be delivered to my spouse at work and so on.

Every single time this happened, there was a WOW reaction. My spouse felt
special, cared for, and appreciated.
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Of course, it doesn’t always have to be “stuff” that you’re buying. I can be special
time that you carve out, sending a handwritten note, etc. It is the thinking about
the person, and putting the process in place up-front that makes it work.

In business…this process allows it to become part of the routine…not something
that creates extra work for you or that’s hard to do.

When I started using this model in my business for our top clients, the results
were off the charts!

Sometimes, we sent gifts, take them to a sporting event, or a concert, but many
times, it was just checking in on them. We’d send a special email or handwritten
note. We’d drop by their office to have lunch. We’d send them a book that we
knew they’d find interesting… It was about knowing them, and the different
things that were going on in their lives…and providing some extra value when
they least expected it.

I am confident that those acts of Planned Spontaneity™ transformed my
business and the relationships that I’ve had for decades.

When you take an active role in understanding and learning about your most
important relationships, and providing special, surprise value, it’s pretty
amazing.

1. PLANNED SPONTANEITY™ continued
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2. THE ONE-PERCENT APPROACH™
Keeping the big picture in focus is important, but so is keeping your eyes on the little things. It’s the little things that seem
to mean the most; and it’s the little things that are often easiest to identify and fix.

When you focus on something big, the effect of that impact fades quickly over time. Ultimately, that massive moment may
have set an unreasonable expectation with your customers, not to mention that these moments usually require significant
time and financial resources, and cannot be repeated often.

While creating a major (100%) experience for your customers may seem like a
great idea…there’s a better approach - the One-Percent Approach™.

People like a dynamic range. Everything can’t be a 10 all the time – it’s boring.

Think about the score of a beautiful musical symphony. It gets louder and softer.
The tempo changes. The rhythm changes. It’s that dynamic range that makes it
exciting and interesting. People love that up and down.

In business, whether you raise or lower the bar, it establishes a level - a baseline
called “normal.” If you’re constantly over-delivering, then over-delivery becomes
expected. It’s no longer special. It’s the new normal. So if you don’t over-deliver
again, people are disappointed.

You’ve heard people say, “Under-promise and over-deliver.” If that’s what you
do…it sets an expectation of over-delivery. It’s no longer over-delivery. It’s just
delivery. It’s important to understand the nuance.
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Many business owners simply take doing what you say for granted; however, then you meet expectations, customers are
happy. Then, the occasional moments of over delivery, matter more. There’s a different level of appreciation and
understanding.
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So, how can you improve my customer experience and create this amazing WOW, using the One-Percent Approach™?

Let’s use a one-dollar bill to explain it.

If you gave me a dollar bill, that’s it. You got no more money. You’ve spent all of your resources for that one moment.

2. THE ONE-PERCENT APPROACH™ continued
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What if you gave me 4 quarters? That’s still a dollar, but you can give it to me 1 quarter at a
time, so it’s broken up a little bit. And now, instead of one WOW, I’ve had four moments of
impact, and it cost you the same.

Maybe you give me 10 dimes. That’s also a dollar. So you give me a dime this week, a dime next
week, another dime the following week. Maybe 2 dimes a week after that, so on and so forth, so
you still gave me a dollar … but by trickling it out, my engagement with you went on for a longer
period of time, and it still cost you the same.

You could give me a nickel each week for 20 weeks, or you could give me a hundred pennies
each week for 100 weeks. It all costs you the same, but I’m engaged longer.

That’s better than the single dollar bill; however, there’s a problem. I’ve become conditioned to
EXPECT a penny each week and it’s no longer exciting. It’s normal.

So, how do you create WOW? Simple. You break it up!

Sometimes you give me a penny. Sometimes a nickel. Sometimes a dime. Sometimes a quarter.
You break-up that 100% from being something consistent to something that’s surprising, dynamic
and unexpected. You surprise your customer with different percentages at different times.

Now … it’s unexpected AND interesting. And it still costs you the exact same amount, while creating
more value for your customer.
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3. MAKE YOUR CUSTOMER THE HERO
In any good story, we route for the hero.
We care most about the hero.
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In your business, your customers are your 
heroes. You need to root for them. 
You need to understand them. 
Empathize with them, and celebrate 
them. 

The company should be thought of as the guide. The guide that 
helps the customer on their journey. The guide that supports the 
customer, educates and trains the customer and that helps the 
customer win.

In many businesses, they view the 
company as the hero, saving the 
customer, and this ends up creating a 
huge divide. Companies who make the
customer the hero – the center of their 
universe win. That’s not to say that the customer 
is always right, but their needs must be front 
and center.
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